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Nulls –
Out of the Box or Out of my Mind



Lessons from First 2 Isotropy Experiments (1960s)

Wilkinson & Partridge   1967                   Conklin and Bracewell 1969
Fixed apparatus*                                        Fixed apparatus*
~1.5 Kogut levels                                        1 Kogut level (but differential “scan strategy”)
Price – ½ of observing time                      Price – ½ of observing time & complicated data

New Jersey                                                 12,000’ dry site

* Wilkinson/Delabrouille rule

Figure 48: Historic horns through which flowed the radiant energy (estimated at
roughly half an erg during the integration time of 425 hours) that revealed the
Sun’s motion through the cosmos.

kind of system that was fixed with respect to the ground and let the sky
sweep through the beam. The dipole anisotropy would then appear in the
antenna temperature as a sine wave with an amplitude proportional to the
velocity and a period of one sidereal day.

The apex of the Earth’s motion (if any) with respect to the CMBR
was completely unknown. But unless it were closely aligned with the north
celestial pole, there would be an equatorial component which could be mea-
sured most easily. As with the inhomogeneity experiment, a radiometer
would need to be switching between two sources with antenna tempera-
tures as nearly equal as we could devise, and yet be sensitive to the dipole
anisotropy. Because of the extremely low amplitude, it was desirable that
no integration time be spent on reference loads or reference patches of sky
such as the north celestial pole.

We ended up with an antenna system consisting of two identical horns
(Fig. 48) with 14⌅ beamwidths directed east and west respectively at a zenith
angle of 30⌅ and enclosed in a truncated conical screen to intercept radia-
tion from the ground. To limit reception of unwanted thermal radiation from
the surroundings these horns incorporated, at their rims, the short-circuited
quarter-wave transmission line chokes familiar from microwave radar prac-
tice.

As the sky passed overhead any temperature di⌅erence between the two
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Results
Wilkinson & Partridge                         Conklin & Bracewell

Dipole not detected                                     Dipole detected “at limit set by
astronomical foregrounds”

Both improved limits on anisotropies by ~100  reaching ~0.1%



Lessons from First 2 Isotropy Experiments (1960s)

Symmetry better
Faster switching better
Anyplace is better than New Jersey (Dave’ next experiments from 
balloons)

Dual-horn symmetrical approach used for U2, COBE, WMAP….



Looking Ahead   

Post-Planck
Merge fantastic control of systematics to higher Kogut levels

Kogut levels to dream of:
1. Scan strategy -- cross each pixel in different directions in rapid cadence

2. Hardware
-- Polarization modulation
-- One more layer (Al Kogut's ideas; rotation around boresight a la     

BICEP...)

3. Software -- many



Prices to Be Paid
Complexity (bad)
Possibly moving parts (bad)
Sacrifice sensitivity, solid angle, bandwidth, or…. (manageable)
More complicated data analysis (good and bad)


